Artisan Glass
The Cardinal Rules™
Ensuring Customer Satisfaction

Cardinal Rule #1 – Reliable Quality
Cardinal products are made using strict quality control processes in our state-of-the-art fabrication and tempering facilities. The quality of our products is guaranteed.

Cardinal Rule #2 — On-Time Delivery
Our nationwide manufacturing and distribution centers employ a dedicated fleet of more than 100 long-haul and local delivery trucks to ensure rapid, on-time delivery, wherever you are.

Cardinal Rule #3 – Responsive Support
Our customer support team is second to none when it comes to putting your needs first. Your success is our constant goal.

Beautiful glass, inspiring options. Artisan Glass by Cardinal.

Since 1948, the metal and glass specialists at Cardinal have been perfecting the art of functional design. Today, Cardinal is the options leader in Artisan Glass, offering the widest range of glass styles, colors, and fabrication capabilities in the industry.

Our creative Artisan Glass options give you more design freedom in customizing a wide range of glass products, from shower enclosures, to commercial glazing systems, and specialty glass systems for residential, commercial, and hospitality applications.

Artisan Glass Applications
A World of Beautiful Possibilities

Residential
Shower enclosures, backsplashes, countertops, tabletops, shelving, glass walls, room dividers, moveable walls, entrance doors, glass floors and decking, glass stair treads and railings, glass fencing, specialty mirrors, decorative accents.

Commercial
Entrances, entrance doors, interior sliding doors, storefronts, curtain wall systems, window wall systems, glass flooring and decking, glass stair treads and railings, glass fencing, glass walls, room dividers, moveable walls, backsplashes, countertops, tabletops, shelving, specialty mirrors, decorative accents.

Hospitality
Shower enclosures, backsplashes, countertops, tabletops, shelving, glass walls, room dividers, moveable walls, entrance doors, glass floors and decking, glass stair treads and railings, glass fencing, specialty mirrors, decorative accents, entrances, entrance doors, interior sliding doors, storefronts, curtain wall systems, window wall systems.
Patterned Glass
Add a vivid, eye-catching appearance to any shower enclosure, room divider, window, or wall. Patterned glass helps minimize the appearance of streaking, water marks, and other residues, to create a clean and beautiful style. Stock and custom patterns are available.

Cast Glass
Our kiln-formed cast glass adds a three-dimensional character to glass walls, shower enclosures, art pieces, and more. Use our stock patterns, or a unique pattern of your own.
Artisan Sandblasted Glass
Sandblasted glass (etched glass) adds a layer of opacity to artisan glass, so you can create an element of privacy and sophistication.

Chipped Edge Glass
Elegant scalloped edges create an attractive, non-symmetrical appearance, in a choice of straight-cut, wave-cut, or jagged-cut chipped edge options.
Glass Laminations
Engineered to add safety, performance, and security, our specialty laminations offer impact resistance, thermal enhancement, and sound reduction.

- **Lamination Interlayer** - for interior use, including railing applications.
- **SentryGlas® Ionoplast Interlayer** - for interior and exterior railing systems, glass stair treads, and glass floors.
- **EVA Interlayer** - non-ANSI certified interlayer for use in decorative applications.

*Satori™ Digital In-Glass Printing*
*Satori™* Digital In-Glass Printing is an exclusive process used to create visually striking, high resolution graphic designs in glass. The printed frit, or ink, is fused with the glass during the tempering process, becoming part of the glass itself – making it resistant to chemicals, scratching, UV light, and weathering. The Satori process creates unique, decorative glass panels that can be used in a wide range of interior and exterior applications.

*Backpainted Glass*
Cardinal’s backpainted glass comes in a variety of standard and non-standard colors, along with custom color-match options, adding a beautiful touch to residential, commercial, and hotel interiors. Create a sophisticated look for backsplashes, countertops, tabletops, shelving, and decorative accents. Our fully tempered, backpainted glass is available in both gloss and matte finishes.

*Priva-Tech™*
Priva-Tech™ is the digital in-glass printed solution that provides privacy, beautifully. You can specify crisp edges or transitioned fades, colors, and opacity levels, to create a custom “privacy shield” that never fades or scratches. Priva-Tech glass panels are remarkably easy to clean, providing an innovative solution for shower enclosures, glass fencing, conference room walls, room dividers, glass railings, and more.
If you can dream it, we can do it.

From our home base in Louisville, Kentucky, Cardinal has grown into a national leader, enabling us to meet the needs of our customers from coast to coast. Today, we operate multiple fabrication, tempering, and distribution centers in the U.S., and utilize our own fleet of trucks and vans, to ensure our award-winning products are delivered on time, wherever you need them.

If you can dream it, we can do it. Our glass specialists are ready to assist you in creating beautiful solutions that meet all your design, performance, and architectural requirements.